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Platform games are very common, in particular on handheld devices. In a platform
game you look at the scene from the side. The player normally controls a character
that walks around in the world. This world consists of platforms. The player can walk
on these platforms, jump or drop from one platform to the other, use ladders or ropes
to get to different places, etc. On the platforms there are objects to collect, enemies to
avoid or kill (often either by shooting them or by jumping on top of them), switches
that can be pressed to open passages, etc. Also the player normally requires skill to
jump over dangerous areas. In some platform games you see the whole level at once,
but in most you see only a part around the character. In such a case, finding your way
around becomes an additional challenge.
Creating a good platform game is not trivial, also not with Game Maker. There are
three important aspects to take into account:
• Creating natural motion for the character.
• Creating enough variation in monsters, background, etc.
• Carefully designing the levels such that they are fun to play and get
increasingly difficult.
In this tutorial you will learn how to make a simple platform game in Game Maker.
We will build the game in a number of steps. The various steps are available as
editable games in the folder Examples. They consist of just one level to demonstrate
some particular aspect. You can use them as a basis for your own platform games.

The Basics
We start with the most simple platform game. You can find it in the file
platform_1.gm6. In each platform game there are two basic objects: the character
that is controlled by the player, and a block object that is used for the floors
(platforms) the player can walk on. The same block is often used for the walls that the
player cannot pass. We need two sprites: one for the character and one for the block.
For the character we use a simple ball. For the block we use a (non-transparent) black
square. We create two objects. The block object is simply a solid object that has no
events or actions. It simply sits there. The character object is a lot more complicated.

Motion
The crucial aspect we treat in this first section is how to define the motion of the
character. The problem is that the character must walk on top of the floors. It must not
intersect the floor. If the character jumps or falls off a platform it must land correctly
on the next platform. There are a number of different ways in which the character can
walk, jump, and fall. Different platform games use different modes. Normally we just
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use three keys to control the motion. The left arrow key should move the character to
the left, the right arrow key should move it to the right, and the up key or the space
key makes it jump.
Let us first consider the left and right motion. The first choice to make it whether the
player can only change its direction of motion while on a platform or also in the air
while jumping or falling. Even though the second option is not natural (it is rather
difficult to start moving left while you are falling down) we decide to go for the first
option, that is, we allow horizontal motion wherever the character is. This tends to
lead to nicer game play and is actually also easier to implement.
The second choice is whether the motion has constant speed or whether it accelerates
when you keep the key pressed. For simplicity reasons we opt for the first choice.
Allowing for acceleration though normally gives nicer game play: the player must for
example start a run at a distance to jump over a wide hole.
As you should know there are different ways to let a character move. We can set a
speed of motion or we can simply move the character directly. In platform games it is
normally the easiest to let the vertical motion be done automatically (as we will see
below) but to do the horizontal motion ourselves. This is rather easy. In the keyboard
event for the left arrow key we check whether the position at relative position (-4,0) is
free. If so we let the character jump to that position. We treat the right arrow key in a
similar way. See the enclosed example game.

Jumping
Next we need the vertical motion. This is more difficult. To let the character fall down
we can use gravity. But it should stop moving when we hit the floor. Also, you
normally want a maximal falling speed, otherwise the character will move too fast.
(This is both not very pleasing but it can also cause problems in the implementation.
E.g. the character might fall through a floor if it moves too fast.) To solve this
problem, in the step event of the character we check whether the position just below
the character is collision free. If so, the character is in the air and we set the gravity to
a positive value. Otherwise we set it to 0. We also check the variable vspeed which
indicates the vertical speed. If it is larger to 12 we set it back to 12. In this way we
limit the vertical speed to 12. So the event looks something like this:
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Next we have to land correctly on the floor. This is more difficult than it might seem.
It will happen when the character collides with the block object. In this collision event
we should set the vertical motion to 0. But this might leave the character hanging a bit
in the air above the ground. (The reason is that the character is placed back to its
previous position before the collision.) To this end we want to move the character to
the exact point where the collision occurs. Fortunately there is action for this in Game
Maker:
Move to Contact
With this action you can move the instance in a given direction until a contact
position with an object is reached. If there already is a collision at the current
position the instance is not moved. Otherwise, the instance is placed just
before a collision occurs. You can specify the direction but also a maximal
distance to move. You can also indicate whether to consider solid object only
or all objects.
We use this action. As direction we indicate the variable direction which is the current
direction of motion of the instance. As a maximal distance we specify 12 (although
this is not really necessary here):
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So the total collision event with the block looks as follows:

You could argue that we should only do this when we hit a floor below us. But
actually we also want to move to the contact position if we hit a floor from below or if
we hit a wall from the side. There is one important thing here that is often a cause for
problems: We assume that the character at its previous position is indeed collision
free. You would expect this but this is not always the case. A mistake that is often
made is that when the character has an animated image, also the collision mask
changes in every step. This could mean that the new image at the previous location
still causes a collision. So you better make sure that the character has one collision
mask (see also in the next section).
Finally we have to let the character jump when the up arrow key is pressed. But this
must only happen when the character is currently on the floor. So we first test whether
the position below the character creates a collision and, if so, set the vertical speed
e.g. to -10. You might have to play a bit with the vale of 10 for the vertical speed and
the value of 0.5 for the gravity to get the motion you want.
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Now the basis for the platform game is ready. Design a level with some floors and
walls, constructed from instances of the block object. Place an instance of the
character in the room and you are done.

Better Graphics
The basic platform game we created in the previous section works but it looks rather
bad. There are two aspects we want to change: the way the player looks, and the way
the background looks. The adapted game can be found in the file platform_2.gmk.

The character images
Let's start with the character graphics. We will use two different (non-animated)
sprites: one for the character facing to the left and one for the character facing to the
right. The easiest now is to place in the event for the left arrow key an action to
change the sprite to the one facing left. Similar, in the right arrow key you switch to
the one with the character facing right. It is very important that you switch off precise
collision checking for the two sprites. There are a number of reasons for this. First of
all, it avoid that the sprite get stuck halfway down the edge of the platform. Secondly,
when the sprite is changed from left facing to right facing they should use the same
collision mask otherwise the character might get stuck. The same is even more
important when using animated sprites. For the same reason you better make sure that
the bounding boxes of the sprites are the same. You can always use manual bounding
boxes for this. So when adding the sprites the settings should be something like this:

In more advanced games you will probably want to use animated sprites. In this case
you also need a sprite for the character when it is not moving. Also you might want to
add sprites for the character jumping, falling, shooting, etc. In this case you will have
to change the sprite at various places in the events. In particular, in the no key
Keyboard event you probably want to set the sprite to the not moving one.
Alternatively, you can draw the correct sprite in the Draw event based on the
situation. For example, you can check whether xprevious<x to find out whether the
character has moved to the right. As indicated before, better make sure that all sprites
have the same bounding box and no precise collision checking.
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The platforms and walls
Secondly we want to improve the background and the platforms. Here we use a
standard technique. Rather than using objects for all the different wall and floor
elements, we use so-called tiles. Tiles are pieces of background images that are drawn
at particular places in the room. They do not have associated events nor do they create
collision. The good part is that they are fast and use little memory. So you can create
large rooms without the need for large images.
To add tiles to your rooms you first need a background image that contains the tiles.
Tiles in a background image preferably have a fixed size and have a little (1-pixel)
border between them such that they can easily be separated. A small tile set is
provided in the Resources folder. We add it as a transparent background resource
named back_tiles. When adding it to the game, in the background properties
indicate that it should be used as a tile set and fill in the correct tile size and
separation, as follows:

Now, when creating a room, you can click on the tiles tab page. You can select the
tile set (that is, the appropriate background resource). Now you can draw tiles by
clicking on the appropriate tile and next placing them in the room, like you would do
for objects. The right mouse button deletes tiles. Use your imagination to create
challenging rooms. (Note that you can place tiles on different depth layers by adding
layers. For example, you can make a layer of tiles that lie in front of the moving
characters. We will not use them here but they are great for giving a better 3D effect.)
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There is a problem left though. As indicated above, tiles are just nice graphics. They
do not generate events or collisions. So the character would fall straight through them.
To avoid this we still need the block objects we had before. We place the block
objects at the appropriate places on top of the walls and platforms you did create with
the tiles on the background. Now by making the block objects invisible you will not
see the black blocks but the beautiful tiles. But the block objects are actually there, so
the character cannot pass through the walls and will land on the platforms.
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There might be one problem here. The 16x16 block objects will be too large to cover
the background nicely. So we want to make a few other block objects of size 16x8 and
8x16. Again we make them solid. To avoid having to specify collision events with
these as well, we use the parent mechanism. This is a very powerful mechanism that
you should learn to use. If an object A is a parent of object B, B behaves as a special
case of A. It inherits all the behavior of A (unless you overwrite this with other
behavior). Also, collisions with B are treated the same as collisions with A. So for the
smaller blocks we set the parent to the bigger block. In this way they will be treated
the same as the bigger block.

Threats and Treats
Just jumping around from platform to platform is rather boring. You definitely need
some more challenges and goals. In this section we treat a number of these. Check out
the game platform_3.gmk for the result.

Monsters
Let us first add some monsters. We will make two monsters, one that moves left and
right on a platform and the other that flies left and right in the sky. Jumping on top of
it can squash the first one; the second one should be avoided at all times.
Let's start with the monster that moves on the platforms. We need two sprites for it,
one with the monster facing left and the other with the monster facing right. Again,
better don’t use precise collision checking for the same reasons as indicated above and
pick some relevant bounding box. Now we create the monster object. In the creation
event we let it move to the right with a particular speed. Whenever it hits a wall it
reverses its horizontal speed. To set the correct sprite for the monster we use the End
Step event. This event happens just before the instances are drawn. In it we set the
correct sprite based on the value of the variable hspeed that indicates the horizontal
speed. If it is smaller than 0 we let the monster face left and otherwise we let it face
right. (If you have the Pro Edition of Game Maker you can also use the action to
mirror the image. In this case you need only one sprite.)
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To avoid monsters from falling off platforms, we introduce another object, which we
call a marker. This marker will be an invisible blue block. Whenever a monster
touches it, it reverses its direction of motion. Having invisible markers is a good
general trick to let instances perform certain actions at particular places in your room.
Besides changing direction you could use markers to shoot, to lay bombs, etc.
When the character hits a monster, the character should die. But actually, as in most
platform games we like to make it possible for the character to jump on top of the
monster and squash it. So in the collision event of the character with the monster we
must check whether we hit the monster from above to squash it. To find out we
perform the following test:
vspeed > 0 && y < other.y+8

It is true if vspeed is larger than 0, so the character moves downwards, and the
character is close to the top of the monster so it is indeed hitting it from above In this
case the monster must be destroyed. (In the example we turn the monster into a flat
dead monster, which destroys itself after a while. This gives a nicer graphical effect.)
In this simple platform game, dying for the character corresponds to restarting the
level, which can be achieved by some simple actions.
The flying monster is even easier. We proceed in exactly the same way. Only, in the
collision event of the character with the flying monster, no test needs to be performed
because you cannot squash a flying object.
You might want to add some more monsters, e.g. with different speeds, to make
things harder. You can also make a monster or rock that falls down or moves up and
down. Just use your own imagination.

Pits
Most platform games require careful timing of jumps to avoid falling into pits. Falling
into a pit normally kills the character. To this end, we add a new object, called death.
This object is a red block that again is not visible. You can place it at the bottom of
the pit. (In the tiled room you can put some spikes there.) In the collision event of the
character with the death object it should play a sound, wait a while, and restart the
room. You can also make pits that go down infinitely. In this case you want to add
similar actions in the Outside Room event (in the other events) of the character,
maybe including a test whether y > room_height to make sure the character fell
down, rather than jumped up outside of the playing field.

Collecting points
Most platform games have some mechanism in which the player can collect points.
Normally you have to pick up certain objects or catch certain things. In our example
the player can collect mushrooms. So we make a mushroom object. To give a bit of
variation, the mushroom sprite contains 10 different mushrooms sub-images. The
mushroom object picks one at random upon creation using the Change Sprite action:
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We set the sub-image to random(10). random(10) is a function call. It will return
a random number below the argument given (so below 10 in our case). We set the
speed to 0 to stop cycling through the subimages. In the collision event of the
character with the mushroom object we play a sound, destroy the other object (that is,
the mushroom) and add 10 to the score.
In some platform games, collecting things has a more important function than just
raising your score. For example, you might get an extra life when you collect enough
objects. Also there might be objects that restore your health (assuming monsters don't
kill you but simply weaken you), make you move faster, jump higher, etc. These can
easily be added.

Next level
Of course there should be a way to finish a level, such that the player can move on to
the next level. To this end, we create an obj_levelexit object. When the character
gets there you are moved to the next level. In the example this is done rather simple.
We add a test action to see whether the next room exists. If this test is true we move to
the next room. Otherwise the highscore list is shown and the game is restarted.
You might choose to make the level exit only appear when for example all
mushrooms have been collected. To this end, in the creation event of the
obj_levelexit object, move it to a position –100,-100 (so off the screen). Now in
the step event of the object we check whether the number of mushroom objects is
equal to 0 (there is an action for this) and, if so, move the object back to its starting
position (again there is an action for this). All very simple.

More Motions
Our current platform game has just some limited motion possibilities. The character
can move left and right, and it can jump. To make things more interesting, let us add
some possibilities. The result can be found in the game platform_4.gmk.
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Ramps
It is nice if the player can walk up sloping ramps (down goes automatically because of
the falling). To this end, we have to replace the code in the left arrow key event. We
put there the following:
Rather than just testing whether the position to the left is collision free we also test
whether a position 8 pixels higher is collision free. If so we move the character there
and use the landing action to move it down to the contact position. So the event will
look as follows:

The right arrow key is handled in a similar way.

Ladders
People always want ladders in platform game along which the character can move
from one platform to the other. This requires a bit of work. A ladder will be
represented by a thin vertical block that is invisible (the real ladder or vine or
whatever that is used for climbing is drawn again using tiles) and not solid. When the
character is not in contact with a ladder, motion should be as before. But when it is in
contact with the ladder things must go different. First of all, the character should not
fall down. So in the step event we have to make a change to this effect adding some
actions that set the vertical speed and gravity to 0 when in contact with a ladder. Also
we set the sprite to the climbing sprite in that case.
The second thing that needs to change is the event for the up key. When the character
is at a ladder, the up arrow key should move it up, rather than jump. Again we need a
few additional actions for this. We test whether the character is in contact with a
ladder and, if so, move it up a bit. We use similar actions for the down key.

Using a view
Up to now we always showed the entire room. For many platform games this is not
what you want. Instead you want to see only a part of the room, around the character
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you are controlling. This makes the game more challenging because the player must
try to detect his way through the platforms. You can also hide prizes at difficult to
reach places in the room.
Fortunately this is extremely simple to achieve in Game Maker. When designing the
room, click on the views tab. Click on the checkbox Enable the use of Views to start
using views. Select the first view and check the box Visible when room starts to
make sure this view can be seen. Give it a width of 300 and a height of 200 (or
something else that you like). (As we are going to let the view follow the character
there is no need to specify the left and top position of the view in the room. Also,
because we use just one view, we don't have to specify the x and y position of the port
on the screen.) At the bottom we can indicate which object to follow. Here we choose
the character. The view will now automatically move to keep the character in focus.
We don’t want the character to get too close to the border. To this end we set the
Hbor and Vbor values to 64. There will now always be a 64 pixel area visible around
the character. Finally, to get a smooth view motion we set the maximal view speed to
4. (This also gives a very nice effect at the start because the character comes slowly
into view.) So the settings will look as follows:

Having the view is nice but it makes the window in which things happen rather small.
To avoid this, in the Global Game Settings we indicate a fixed scale of 200 percent.
Clearly you can play with these values to get the effect you want.
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Some Further Touches
Shooting monsters
The next step is to enable the player to shoot monsters. To make things a bit more
interesting, the player first needs to find some ammunition to be able to shoot. To this
end we introduce a variable we call ammo that indicates how much ammunition the
player has. In the Create event of the character we set this to 0 using the action to set
a variable. The ammunition object has a simple sprite and does nothing. It just waits
to be picked up by the player. When the character collides with the ammunition object
we add 10 to the variable ammo (set it relative to 10) and destroy the ammunition
instance.
Next we need a bullet object. When the player presses the <Space> key an instance of
this object must created, assuming there is ammunition, and the value of the variable
ammo is decreased by 1. But there is one important issue. We like the bullet to shoot in
the direction the character is facing. To this end we check the value of variable
sprite_index. This variable contains the index of the sprite for the character
object. Based on it we create a bullet with the correct direction of motion. When we
are climbing no bullet is created. (Shooting while climbing is not possible.) So the
space event looks as follows:

It remains to destroy the bullet when it hits a wall or when it goes outside the room
and to kill the monster when the bullet hits it. This is all easy. See the file
platform_5.gmk for details.

A score panel
A player now has a score and ammunition. We are also going to give it some lives.
Hitting a monster or falling in a pit will cost a life. There is an easy mechanism for
lives in Game Maker. We are going to create a special obj_controller object. It
does not need a sprite. In its Create event it sets the number of lives to 3. Whenever
the player dies we decrease the number of lives. In the No More Lives event for the
controller we show the highscore table and restart the game.
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But it would also be nice if we can see the number of lives, the score, ammunition,
etc. To this end we are going to make a little panel with this information. We are
going to draw this in the Draw event of the controller object. There is though a
problem here. Where should we draw it? We cannot draw it at a fixed place in the
room because the view changes and we want the panel always in view. Fortunately we
can ask for the position of the view. This is indicated by the two variables
view_xview and view_yview that indicate the left position and top position of the
view respectively. So we can draw the panel with the information relative to this
position. Here is what the draw event of the controller object looks like:

Note that we also draw an image when the player can shoot. In the game, that can be
found in the file platform_5.gmk, this result in the following image:
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What next?
The sections above have explained some of the basics of making platform games.
Now it is your turn. You will have to use these techniques and some more ideas of
yourself to create a real nice platform game. Remember that the most crucial part of
platform games is formed by the levels. Start making levels one by one. Play them
until you are happy with them. Every so often, introduce some new game play aspect.
Here are some additional ideas that you can use:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

different monsters, e.g. bouncing balls and monsters that shoot
keys that you need to find in order to open doors
mines that you can place somewhere and that go off when a monster (or
yourself) steps on them
water to swim in (this will completely change the motions; no gravity
anymore, or a mild upwards gravity until you reach the surface, limited time
before you run out of air, air bubbles to grab, etc.)
walls and floors you can destroy, e.g. by shooting them or jumping on them
with force
trampolines that make you jump higher
platforms that appear and disappear
one-way streets
moving platforms (this is not easy!)
…

Good luck.

Further Reading
For further reading on creating games using Game Maker you are recommended to
buy our book:
Jacob Habgood and Mark Overmars, The Game Maker’s Apprentice: Game
Development for Beginners, Apress, 2006, ISBN 1-59059-615-3.
The book gives a step-by-step introduction into many aspects of Game Maker and in
the process you create nine beautiful games that are also fun to play.
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